
Be sure to include a warm up and cool down. 

Warm up can be walking up and down the stairs followed by dynamic warm up to open up shoulders and hips.
Cool down with stretches or rolling on a foam roller.

Always begin with Side-lying Rotation and Rolling Re-Patterning then pick 3 exercises, complete and repeat 2-3 times. 
Increase or decrease the amount of exercise repetitions or the speed you perform the exercises to attain the desired intensity of 7-8/10.

MAKE YOUR OWN WORKOUT

Lay on your side with head and top leg supported. Leg support can be a foam
roller, rolled up yoga mat or cushion. Bend top leg so that hip is above 90 degrees.
Neck support can be a pillow, rolled up towel or anything that will allow your
neck to relax.

Extend arms in front of you.

Push top leg into support (10-15%) so that core is engaged.

Raise top arm and reach behind you as far as you can while maintaining leg
pressure. Turning your head and reaching with your eyes is the secret to the
success of this exercise. It must be a neurological correction and your head and
your eyes create that.

Come back to starting position, maintaining core engagement and repeat 5 times.

Repeat on the other side

This is a great exercise to begin any workout with because it opens up your chest,
putting you in better posture for the rest of the workout.

Side-Lying Rotation

Have fun!



 Lay on your back with your arms and legs stretched out.
 Consider from your waist down dead weight. The muscles don’t work and can’t help you roll over.
This is what is considered upper extremity rolling.
 Tuck your chin, look with eyes in the direction you want to roll and turn head. 
 Reach one arm across your body. Look up and to the corner of the room.
 Elongate the axis (the arm and leg that won’t move much): Make the axis leg long – “reach”, make
the axis arm long – “reach”, stay long through the axis.
 Use a strong gaze, your one arm and your inner core to roll you over.

 From the roll above, you are on your tummy, arms and legs stretched out.
 Again, waist down dead weight. Unclench your butt cheeks! 
 Look up and around in the direction you want to roll and turn head. 
 Extend one arm back. 
 Notice your jelly legs
 Elongate the axis (the arm and leg that won’t move much): Make the axis leg long – “reach”, make
the axis arm long – “reach”, stay long through the axis.
 Use a strong gaze, your one arm and your inner core to roll you over.

Wedging underneath the upper torso to assist initial direction. Use a rolled up yoga mat or a couch
cushion to position yourself already started in the roll.

Tubing assistance. Tie tubing to a secure chair so have someone hold it. Use it to help get you over.

Turning and using the head is the secret to completing a successful rolling pattern. You cannot power
through this movement. It must be a neurological correction.

It is now time to turn back on your core. 

This exercise takes us back to when we were 4 months old and learning how to roll over. It is pure 
core function and a great way to reset your core. Many moms who have experienced a C-section
say this is finally an exercise where they feel their core at a deep level. Some have even described
a warming sensation. This is a great exercise to begin a workout with as it turns on your core for 
the rest of the workout. There are 2 parts to this exercise.

Supine to Prone Upper Extremity Driven Rolling

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Verbal sequence: “Look-lift arm-reach-look into shoulder-roll”
If your heel digs into the ground or your legs lifts up you are cheating and CREATING core dysfunction.
STOP and use assistance to execute perfectly.

Prone to Supine Upper Extremity Driven Rolling

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Complete 3-5 perfect rolls in each direction

Assistance may include:

Key Component: 

Rolling RePatterning- Inner Core Work

Supine to prone upper extremity driven 

Prone to supine upper extremity driven 



Begin in the plank position (pelvic neutral, stack shoulders over
elbows/elbows over wrist, flat mid-back).

Lift left leg and move it out just a few inches. Lift right leg and do the same.
Legs will make a ‘Y’.

Return to starting position.

Repeat starting with the other side.

Complete for 1 minute.

Maintain pelvic neutral and focus on the lateral (outside) part of your bum when
moving your legs. Pelvis is to remain stationary.

Plank With Lateral Shift

Bridge Resisted

Begin sitting, tie a piece of tubing around your legs and place just
above your knees. Keep hips in line with knees, knees in line with
feet.The tighter the tubing the more difficult it will be to maintain
this position. Your butt must fire to keep your legs in line. 

Lower onto your back, keep your knees bent and feet on the ground.
Relax neck and shoulders and flip hands to palms up so you don’t
cheat with your arms. *I forgot to do that in these pictures- oops!

Bridge up and down while maintaining pelvic neutral.

Complete for 1 minute.



Start at 10 and count down to 1 in each position. End with a jump! 

On the next set start with the number below (after 10 would be 9. 9
top 1/3, 9 middle 1/3, 9 bottom 1/3, jump.) Work your way to 1.

Lead with your butt. Weight stays on your heels so that you can
always wiggle your toes. Burn baby burn!

Divide squat into 3 (top 1/3, middle 1/3 , bottom 1/3).

       10 top 1/3
       10 middle 1/3
       10 bottom 1/3
       JUMP!

Pyramid Squats

Top 1/3

Middle 1/3

Bottom 1/3



Begin in standing position.

Hinge forward from hips and place both hands on the ground. If you need to, bend your knees.

Walk hands out to push up position and perform a push up. Keep your chin tucked and don’t
arch your back.

Reverse the motion and return to standing by walking hands back to feet and standing up.

Complete for 1 minute.

This exercise will stabilize core and lengthen hamstrings. When walking out and in with hands
minimize pelvic movement.Take that shift to left and right out of the exercise by firing your core
and butt.

To lengthen hamstrings, work on not bending your knees to place hands on the ground. 

If you experience pain or lose form when performing the push up, then eliminate it from the
exercise and simply walk hands out and in.

Inch Worm Push Up



Step forward into lunge position. Lower body until back knee is close to the
ground. Front knee is stacked on top of foot.

Hold lowered lunge for 30 sec. Add tiny pulses for an additional 30 sec.

Tiny pulses: Raise body a couple inches and return to lowered position. Dig into
your front heel and create movement from your front butt.

Complete for 1 minute on each side. 

Lunge + Pulse

Plank

Hold plank position (pelvic neutral, stack shoulders over elbows and
elbows over wrists with flat mid-back).

Complete for 1 minute. 



Begin on back, shoulders and hips at 90 degrees.  Hold 1 end of the tubing in
your hand and secure the other end to your opposite foot.Find pelvic neutral
and relax neck and shoulders. 

Extend opposite arm and leg together while maintaining pelvic neutral. Make
appropriate adjustments on tubing tension. Movement to be challenging but
allow perfect execution.

Complete 10 each side x 2. 

Anytime you use tubing and are not holding it at the handles, slip your hands
through the handles so that the handle is secure and doesn’t hit you (or someone
else) when the movement is performed.

Dead Bug Resisted 



Place one end of the tubing under your foot and hold handle in the opposite hand. In this picture
left foot and right hand are shown.

Stand feet shoulder width apart and begin with hand in front of opposite hip.

Draw arm up in a ‘drawing a sword’ type motion. Keep shoulder low and a slight bend in your
elbow.

Complete for 1 minute each side.

Intensity can be either increased or decreased by changing the position of the tubing under your foot.

Drawing A Sword



Begin in the plank position (pelvic neutral, stack shoulders over
elbows/elbows over wrist, flat mid-back)

While maintaining the plank position draw 1 knee toward chest. In
1 solid movement switch legs with a scissor motion.

Don’t touch your front foot to the ground.This will eliminate your
desire to bounce through your joints.

Don’t raise your bum to clear your leg.

Perform 15 perfect reps each side.

This is a fabulous core exercise and is aligned with the ‘train the
movement not the muscle’ training philosophy. For all of you who
have struggled with the hurdle step/single leg stance, this is your
homework.

How do you know? Lift a leg. What happens? Does your pelvis shift?
Do you pike forward?If so, your movement is dysfunctional. Mountain
climbers are a great exercise for you!

Mountain Climbers



AKA: grade 8 dance.

Wrap tubing under feet, hold ends in each hand and stand with feet shoulder width apart. 

Lift left leg and step to the left. Lift right leg and bring feet together. Repeat on other side.

1 minute.

When you raise your leg to step together, the tubing will bring your legs together. The goal is to
make all movement controlled and not have your feet slam together. If you do it properly you will
feel the burn! Focus on the outside part of your bum.

If you need more tension simply grab the tubing lower.  You don’t need to hold onto the handles.
The exercise should feel like a stretch to your shoulders and chest. Too many stress out their
shoulders and necks by tightening up the tubing with their arms.

This exercise is a lot more fun when performed with music! Be sure to turn up the tunes! 

Side Steps With Tubing

Lat Pulldown + Pulse

Stand feet shoulder width apart. Hold tubing in hands and raise arms
above head.

Create tension by lowering arms until they are parallel to the floor. 

Squeeze shoulder blades together and don’t shift pelvis or weight
forward.

15 reps of full motion

Followed this with 15 pulses done from the starting position.

Repeat for 1 minute.



Stand feet shoulder width apart. Wrap tubing around legs, just above knees. Keep knees
stacked over feet. The tighter the tubing the harder the exercise. 

Squat down until knees reach 90 degrees. Lead with your bum, knees do not go in front of toes
and weight stays on your heels.Shoulders and neck remain relaxed.

Return to standing.

1 minute.

If you find your weight shifts forward onto your toes give them a wiggle. That will shift your weight
back to your heels. Anytime you perform any squat you should always be able to wiggle your toes.

Squat With Tubing

Lat Pulldown + Pulse

The Lunge: Stand feet shoulder width apart.Step forward. Lower body until back knee reaches the
ground.Return to standing by shifting weight to front leg and straightening. 

The Twist: While stepping forward, pull tubing back at the same time. Keep tummy tight and shoulders
down and back. Twist to the front leg. 

The key to this exercise is twisting from your core not your arms. Your arms simply follow.

Repeat on other side.

1 minute.



Begin in the plank position, shoulders stacked over elbows,
flat mid-back, pelvic neutral.

Spiders: individually extend arms to raise to hands without
shifting pelvis. Up up, down down. 

Hovers: individually move elbows forward 1-2 inches
without shifting pelvis or increasing pressure in low back.

Complete 5 spiders, 5 hovers and continue for 1 minute.

Camera cue: Too many complete this exercise improperly.If I
could watch just your pelvis it should look like you were
smoothly raising up and down without any shift from left to
right.

Spiders and Hovers

Spiders

Hovers



Begin in standing position, hold tubing in each hand, straight in front of body at shoulder height.

Lower into squat. Lead with your bum, keep weight on your heels.

Return to standing and pull arms back, squeezing shoulder blades together. Keep shoulders low
and don’t shift pelvis or weight forward.

Return to squat position with arms in front.

Continue for allotted time.

Squat + Reverse Fly


